
JAWS Full Toe Wedge Composite 
 

Product Name: JAWS Full Toe Wedge 
 
Product One-liner: Every Shot In Full Control 
 
Product Intro: 
JAWS Full Toe is designed to give you control on all types of wedge shots, from chips, pitches, flops, 
bunker shots, and full shots into the green. 
 
The Jaws Full Toe combines four distinct technologies that make it an absolute spin machine. It all starts 
with our JAWS grooves, the most aggressive groove in golf. These JAWS grooves are extended across the 
face to provide spin anywhere that you make contact. To increase surface roughness of the clubface, we 
add offset groove-in-groove technology and then combine it with a raw face, a first for us at Callaway. 
The wedges give you the spin and control you need to approach any shot with confidence. 
 
Beyond spin, Jaws Full Toe offers unmatched greenside versatility. The Full Toe shape and a specialized 
C-Grind make bunker shots, high flop shots, and short pitches and chips easy to hit, from any lie you face 
on the course. 
 
They also provide enhanced control on full wedge shots. The JAWS toe pad pushes the CG higher, for a 
design that creates a lower, more controlled trajectory. Our new Variable Weight Port System moves 
the CG away from the hosel for solid contact and enhanced feel. 
 
And they come stock with a premium Lamkin UTX grip, True Temper’s newest Dynamic Gold Spinner 
shaft in steel, or a Project X Catalyst wedge shaft in graphite.  Available in two finishes: Raw Face 
Chrome and Raw Black. 
 
That’s JAWS Full Toe, the ultimate spin machine that’s designed to bring out your full imagination, so 
you can take on any wedge shot. 
 

Features & Benefits  
 

Spin Machine 
Jaws Full Toe wedges combine full face JAWS grooves, offset groove-in-groove technology and an all-
new raw face, giving you the spin and control you need to pull off every shot around the greens. 
 
Confidence and Versatility  
The Full Toe shape provides more face area with an enhanced toe peak. The shaping works with the 
specialized C-Grind to make short shots around the green easy to hit, especially bunker shots and high 
flops. This wedge is built to perform on mid and full wedge shots too, with great turf interaction through 
the ball so you can stick it close.  
 
Enhanced Control  
The Full Toe pushes the CG higher, for a design that creates a lower, more controlled trajectory. Our 
Variable Weight Port System helps us locate the CG away from the heel, for solid contact and enhanced 
feel. 
 



Premium Components and Finishes 
JAWS Full Toe Wedges come stock with a premium Lamkin UTX grip, True Temper’s newest Dynamic 
Gold Spinner shaft in steel, or a Project X Catalyst wedge shaft in graphite.  Available in two finishes: 
Raw Face Chrome and Raw Black. 
 


